various types o f anomaly in the specific heat curves not provided for by the simpler versions o f the theory, and so to a description o f attempts that have been made to explain them, among which the theory o f m ol ecular rotations in solids finds its natural place.
To construct the partition function for a given crystal is in principle elementary enough. The crystal is a quantum mechanical system with definite states, each described by a distinct wave function, in which it has a definite energy. The partition function is merely 2 r e~'rlkT, summed over all these states. If rsr o f the states have the same energy sr this may be more conveniently written by grouping the equal terms together in the form £ r srre-'/*T, all the er being now distinct. It is now only necessary to specify the nature o f the molecules constituting the lattice and the intermolecular forces and to deduce from this specification the crr, er. The earliest attempts to do this proceeded rather by intelligent guess work than direct computation. The first was Einstein's, who suggested that for a crystal o f N atoms the states were those o f N 3-dimensional simple harmonic isotropic oscillators all o f the same frequency vE. This leads at once to the partition function e-Nx/*T T )3N > ( 
1)
if N x is taken to be the energy o f the crystal in its lowest state referred to any convenient standard energy zero; N x must include the zero-point energy o f the oscillators in their lowest possible state. This leads at once to the free energy F = 3N&T log (1 -+ N x.
As is well known, Einstein's formula had very considerable success, but even for a solid in which all the atoms are alike (similarly situated in the lattice), Einstein's suggested partition function is not a very good first approximation to the truth. For any given system o f forces between the atoms, which leads to an equilibrium configuration, the motion o f the atoms in the lattice at not too high temperatures will be o f the nature o f small oscillations, and the same transformations will separate the variables in Schrodinger's equation and in the ordinary dynamical equations to this approximation. The ordinary dynamical normal modes o f the lattice will therefore behave like quantum mechanical simple harmonic oscillators, but these oscillators will not, as Einstein assumed, be all o f one frequency. A better suggestion was m ade by D ebyenamely, to take the frequencies to be the same as those o f the acoustical m odes o f a continuous medium o f the same size and shape and with the same elastic constants as the actual crystal, but cutting off the continuum 's infinite sequence o f m odes at the correct number, 3N , for a lattice o f N atom s, that is at a greatest frequency vD. This suggestion leads to the partition function l°g / ( T ) = -9 N ( j L J j* -'"'1 lo g (1 -e -* ) d x -^, 
T h e n T C ,
These formulae (with or without Einstein's terms as a correction) have been subjected to elaborate comparisons with experiment and have long been recognized as highly successful. Their apparent success has been so great that they have become a standard for the analysis of all observed specific heats at low and moderate temperatures, where their sufficient accuracy has been rather uncritically taken for granted without sufficient consideration of the fact that the assumed set of normal modes are those of a continuum truncated, not those of an actual lattice, and that the manner in which they differ had not been properly investigated. It has become the custom to call any observed specific heat curve or part of such curve anomalous, at least for a simple substance where Einstein's terms are not to be anticipated, if it does not conform to a Debye curve for a constant value of vD, and to seek for the " anomaly " a special explanation outside the simple lattice theory. The important anomalies which we shall discuss differ so strikingly from Debye curves that the use of such curves as standards of comparison can lead to no serious error.
Other divergences more subdued in nature have also been called anomalies; but it is in my view highly probable that some of them are not anomalies at all, but natural specific heat curves arising from the set of normal modes of the actual lattice. We shall attempt to clear up these points first before proceeding to the discussion of the anomalies which certainly require explanations outside the simple lattice theory. The method by which an observed specific heat curve can most accur ately be compared with a Debye curve is by calculating for each observed value what value of vD inserted in Debye's formula will lead to the observed specific heat. We thus arrive at a table of vD as a function of T, which is usually expressed as a table of values of characteristic tempera tures 0 D (0 D = hvD/k) as a function of T. If the observations conform to Debye's theory 0 D is constant. If as the temperature falls the specific heat becomes too large, that is, falls more slowly than Debye's theory, then 0 D diminishes and vice versa.
One small but genuine omission from Debye's theory (or any simple lattice theory) as applied to metals, but hardly to be dignified by the name of an anomaly, may be noted at once; it has been well recognized for some time. All such theories omit a (small) contribution due to the almost free conduction electrons, which is none the less the dominant term in the specific heat at extremely low temperatures. It follows from Sommerfeld's theory of a metal that the electrons contribute Q to the specific heat, given by 
n o valid criticism can be sustained aghinst form ula (12) until the tem pera ture gets high enough for som e displacem ents to be n o longer " sm all," w hen the approxim ation o f sim ple harm onic oscillations is no longer g ood enough. Since for m odes o f very lon g w ave-length the properties o f a lattice and a continuum cannot differ w e shall still expect that, as v ->■ 0 , g (v) w a v 2. U n til recently it w as thought, largely on the ground It is unfortunately rather difficult to present the results in anything like a compact form, but it appears that there can be strong maxima on the g ( But (hv/kT)2 ehvikr (ehvlkrs -1)~2 is the specific heat o f a single oscillator, and is a monotonic increasing function o f the temperature for every value o f v. Therefore so is C", which increases steadily from zero at T -0 to the classical value 3N& for large values o f T.
We are now in a position to define more precisely what we mean by an anomaly in the specific heat curve o f a substance. It is a region in which the specific heat is not that o f the normal modes (small oscillations) o f the actual lattice. A ll specific heat curves therefore becom e anomalous at high enough temperatures, but at the present time such anomalies present difficulties o f theory so great that they are not o f much interest, and the really interesting anomalies are departures from (14) at low temperatures or over more or less strictly lim ited ranges. It is such anomalies that we shall discuss further to-day.
In view o f our uncertainty about (v) it is at present dangerous to regard as an anomaly any region o f a specific heat curve unless it contro verts Theorem G. But if Theorem G fails and we have a Cv curve for which somewhere dCv[dT 0 then we certainly have a true anomaly for which an explanation outside the simple lattice theory must be found.
2-C lassification of A nom alies. A nom alies of T y pe I
Specific heat anomalies may be divided into three types. In type I the extra specific heat, additional to that which may be attributed to (14), has a maximum at a certain temperature and dies away gradually on either side. This is the type o f anomaly m ost difficult to substantiate at the present stage o f the theory. U nless the extra term is strong enough to make dC JdT 0 we cannot be certain that we have caught an anomaly rather than made a mistake in (v) which might be eliminated when Blackman's improvement o f D ebye's theory has developed further. In type II the extra specific heat increases to a maximum as the temperature rises, and then falls discontinuously to zero. This type is very easily recognized and subject to no significant uncertainty due to lack o f know ledge o f g (v), or even to any ordinary modifications in C" required to correct for the assumption o f small oscillations. In type III the specific heat is abnormal practically only at a single temperature, where it may be said to be infinite. The behaviour o f type III anomalies can only be conveniently described in terms o f the total energy E, which varies normally except at a transition temperature where there is a latent heat. We shall have something to say about all three types, though type II is our principal interest. * Anomalies o f Type I -An excellent example o f a substance with a specific heat curve departing from Debye's but almost certainly a normal lattice specific heat curve (14), and therefore not anomalous though often held to be so, is provided by lithium. Table I shows the measurements * There is no great novelty in this classification, and types II and III have been discussed and compared for many years from the thermodynamic standpoint under the titles of discontinuities o f the first and second kinds. See, for example, Ehrenfest. and the analysis o f Simon and Swain* and is taken from their paper. These values o f ©D make no pretence at .constancy, but their variation is not unlike one o f Blackman's calculated curves. It is impossible to say without much further study o f g (v) whether this is really a normal lattice specific heat curve or not, but the presumption is that it is normal, lacking evidence to the contrary. On the other hand, the current interpretation proceeds as follows and treats this curve as anomalous. If we compare the observed C" with a Debye curve for ©D = 510°, which appears to fit the thermal expansion and other properties o f the lattice, we obtain an extra specific heat (the " anom alous " part) o f a simple form which rises to a maxim um near T = 200° and dies away sm oothly and gradually on either side, a form, moreover, for which a simple theoretical explanation can be given.
Suppose that each atom in the lattice is a system which has only two states about which w e need concern ourselves, and that these states are o f weights vs-! and rs2 and an energy difference s, and th states (normal m odes) are independent o f w hich state each atom is in. Then the partition functions for the lattice states and for the pair o f atom ic states can be constructed independently and the latter is The resultant total energy and specific heat terms are The order o f e/k for gadolinium sulphate is about 0*21° K and for ammonium alum 0 *061° K, the lowest value yet determined; the observed specific heats conform well to the theory. Physically one may say that the extra specific heat is due to the energy required to raise the ions from their state o f lowest orientational energy and distribute them over the other states. The specific heat for such substances is, o f course, closely coupled up with magnetic effects, and they display the beautiful phenomenon o f strong cooling on demagnetization which has been used to reach the lowest temperatures yet achieved. Into these phenomena now being investigated at Berkeley, at Leiden, and more recently in Oxford, I cannot enter here. where Em is the arithmetic mean o f the E, for given m. Apart from constants which can be ignored 
3-A nomalies
Em = -zJm2/2N ,(22)
4-T ype IIb A lloys w it h O r d e r -D isorder P roperties
Other than the ferromagnetics substances providing type II anomalies have only recently been identified or rather have only recently had their observed curiosities correlated with an acceptable theory. The next class o f substances to be identified in this sense are the metallic alloys showing an order-disorder transition at a critical temperature which provided the subject o f last year's Bakerian lecture* by W. L. Bragg and E. J. Williams. A s this theory was so recently discussed before the Society I need not attempt to recall the details, but it may be useful to present it in a form consistent with the point o f view adopted in this lecture. The alloys in question show an anomalous specific heat o f type II at the order-disorder transition point.
In the alloys in question we have a definite lattice structure which is the same whether the atomic components are regularly or irregularly arranged, but (for suitable atomic proportions, say r and As we cannot calculate the es we are back in the region o f intelligent guess-work, and the first essential is to specify som e parameter which describes the degree o f order in the lattice, and then to find som e means o f estimating the energies o f the configurational states associated with a given degree o f order. Such a grouping o f the states w ould cast the partition function into the form Ss g( S ) e -« S)/*T,
if S is the order-specifying parameter. This partition function w ould then require to be summed by the m ethod o f finding the maximum term.
The programme in this form has not yet been carried out, but an orderspecifying parameter S has been defined by Bragg and W illiams and the nature o f the variation o f the ratio o f consecutive terms o f the ^series determined. W ith the help o f a further assumption as to how e (S) depends on S the theory can be sufficiently completed to establish the existence o f a transition temperature and an anom alous specific heat curve o f type II which reproduces very fairly well the observed values, for example for the alloy CuZn ((3-brass). W ithout going into details, it is easy to indicate the keystone o f the theory, which is the assumption o f the nature o f the dependence o f e (S) on S. This assumption is that s (S) is not a linear function o f S, which it would be if the energy needed to increase
the disorder by interchanging a pair o f atoms were a molecular constant independent o f the disorder already existing, but must vary more rapidly as its variation clearly must diminish to zero as the disorder becomes com plete. If S is so defined as to be 1 for perfect order and 0 for complete disorder, and the energy zero is taken to be the state o f perfect order, this requirement means that e (S) tends to e (0) faster than (1 -S) e (0). 
Bragg and Williams assume what is equivalent to the variation (1 -S2) e (0). The close analogy to be expected between (30) and the ferromagnetic (23) is then sufficiently obvious. An important feature o f the order-disorder theory o f Bragg and Williams is that in this theory
and the partition function / ( T ) = I JffJ e~H!kT dp, dp* </6 d+, The contribution is o f course incorrect at very low temperatures where the effect o f the discrete states required by quantum mechanics is im portant, but this fact may be ignored here. W e then see at once from (35) that Crot is indeed anom alous in our sense, since it decreases from 2NA at low temperatures to NA: at high. But such a specific heat is not anomalous in any important way and shows no sign o f a sharp transition when W -AT.
It is, however, easy to see that the model fails in a fundamental way to reproduce the conditions in the actual lattice. In the actual lattice the directional force field, o f potential energy -W cos 0 which acts on every molecule, is -due, at least mainly, to the lack o f spherical symmetry in the fields o f the neighbouring molecules, and when these are in full rotation their lack o f spherical symmetry must die away. It is impossible there fore to use this model with a constant value o f W. Rather we must take the view that the phenomenon is a co-operative one and that the energy states are more like those o f a set o f rotating molecules for which the controlling field -W cos 0 acting on any molecule is a function o f the degree o f rotation o f the others, especially the nearest neighbours, and vanishes when these rotations are sufficiently intense.
In order to calculate the partition function for the rotations o f N such co-operating systems, rather crude approximations have so far been found necessary and it is greatly to be hoped that they can be largely eliminated by further investigation. Hitherto the partition function has been estimated as follows. It is first assumed that fluctuations in the states o f neighbouring molecules may be neglected and the estim ate o f the reduction in W for any molecule based on its own rotational energy rather than on C in which S is given as a function of T by (38). Since (39) is a monotonic decreasing function of S the greatest S allowed by (38) should always give the stable state. This is, of course, correct to the order of accuracy of this partition function, but it would not necessarily be correct for the analogue of (38) and an accurate partition function. The complete partition function for all temperatures contains states of little or no rotation as well as those of high rotation, so that states for all values of S must really be present and the partition function be of the form Ss g 0) e~eslkT, as before. We cannot evaluate any such partition function at present, but we can assume that it is of some such form and that the stationary terms occur for values of S given by (38) or some analogous equation. Let us now plot the terms in the partition function as a function of S.
For large values of T there is only one root of (38) corresponding to S = 0 which must be a maximum, and the variation with S must be of the form
shown by curve a, fig. 1 . For smaller values of T there are three roots of (38), and when the two new roots first appear they appear as a double root either at S = 0 or for some distinct larger value of S ; curves b, c. If the double root first enters at S = 0, then the stable value of S immediately moves off continuously with the larger new root. This occurs when P > i -I f, however, the double root first enters at S = S0 > 0 the larger new root cannot immediately be the stable value of S because the domi nant part of the partition function must still come from S = 0 (curve It is only for a rather smaller value of T that the true critical value of T, Tc is reached lor a still larger value of S, which then becomes and remains stable. Since the equilibrium state shifts abruptly from S = 0 to S -Sc at this temperature, these transitions will require a non-zero latent heat at this point, and to this extent will be more abrupt than other type II transitions in which no latent heat is required. But the change is still spread out on the low-temperature side while S grows from S0 to 1.
Without a more accurate theory, Tc and Sc cannot be calculated. The 6-A n o m a lo u s T h erm al E x p a n s io n A ssociated with the anom alous specific heat o f these substances there is also an anom alous thermal expansion which can be accounted for w ith much the same success (or lack o f it) as the specific heat which we have already discussed. The com plete theoretical free energy in its sim plest form, using an Einstein approxim ation for the ordinary lattice m odes, may be written 
The concentration o f this change, and in fact its general variation, will be determined primarily by the variation o f S and will behave very like the specific heat, the anomaly being characterized by a more or less rapidly increasing numerical value o f the extra coefficient o f thermal expansion, followed by a discontinuous drop to a normal value. One can, in short, for a reasonable expenditure o f energy only create large blocks o f the second phase, and not little regions on a molecular scale, so that the thermodynamic discussion is adequate. The essential difference consists in this that for type II cases the " distortions " are trivial and one can fit together the magnetized-unmagnetized ordered-disordered or rotating-librating units more or less at will, having merely the co-operative action between neighbours to account for-whereas for type III cases involving change o f geometrical lattice structure the co-operation is far more profound and we must construct the whole lattice or nothing at all. In conclusion, it may perhaps be pointed out that the classification here adopted o f anomalies into three types will probably prove to be far from a sharp one when the underlying statistical theory has been better developed. In particular the distinction between types II and III is probably only valid if we regard the ideal types discussed here as the limiting forms o f a continuous series. This is already shown by the observations both for order-disorder and rotation-libration anomalies. We have already mentioned that the observations indicate a much less extended region on the low-temperature side of the anomaly, over which the anomalous change develops, than is suggested by the simple type II theory. The correct form of theory required is something between type II and III, a co-operative effect of neighbours, sharpened up by a milder form of the requirements which make melting or a solid transition almost indefinitely sharp. The present paper may be regarded as a continuation and elaboration of previous papers.* A description of the instruments and methods is given in these papers, and it is not proposed to repeat it here. It will be sufficient to state that the light of the night sky was analysed by appropriate colour filters into three spectral regions. The central one is designed to transmit the yellowgreen light of the auroral line X 5577 with as little else as may be. The others transmit red and blue regions of the spectrum to the exclusion o f this line. The light transmitted is equated to an artificial self-luminous source, consisting of potassium uranyl sulphate, which is fluorescent under the radioactivity of the contained uranium. Neutral glasses o f graded density are used to secure a photometric balance. These glasses have densities (log10 opacity) of 0-1, 0-2, 0-3,..., etc.-from one glass to the next is an increase of one unit on the scale of brightness adopted.
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The Observations at the Three Stations
Two instruments have been used at Terling. One, marked O, has red, auroral, and blue filters, though only the auroral filter has been used in
